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Primal Branding: Create Zealots for Your Brand, Your Company, and Your Future by Patrick Hanlon - Kindle edition by Patrick.Q: Changing a Java SE applet's title Is there any way to change a Java SE applet's title without changing the source? I've implemented an AJAX functionality
for a tool I've recently developed. This tool is useful in a Desktop application as well, so I wanted to change its title to allow for the different use cases. The title of a Java SE applet is defined by the JNLP file it's part of, so I believe that changing the JNLP file should be enough to

achieve this. Is it possible, and if so, what are the steps that need to be taken? Thank you A: To be honest I never do that. I put the first string from the main class in the jnlp, but if you really want to change the jnlp file, I think you have to change the source code. By the way, what
do you need to change? Anchor (disambiguation) An anchor is a device used to fasten a ship to a dock. An anchor may also refer to: Anchor (brand), a chain of furniture stores Anchor (hull), a section of a ship's hull to which ballast is attached Anchor (law), a former name of the

Oklahoma Instruments Inc., a US-based company Anchor (film), a 2004 film Anchor (sportscaster), Michael Smith on ESPN Anchor (TV channel), a British television channel Anchor tank, a container used for transportation and storage People with the surname Anchor (singer) (born
1978), Korean singer and actress Davey Jones (born 1951 as Davey Earl Walker), former American football defensive end The Anchor (c. 1556–1604), English pirate The Anchor Pub, former London pub, now a cinema See also Anker (disambiguation) Anchor baronets, a title in the

Baronetage of the United Kingdom Anchor Estate, St Kitts and Nevis Anchorman (disambiguation) Anchorman, a 2008 film Anchor Bay Entertainment, an American DVD distributor Anchor Steel, a company based in Germany Anchor
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